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The EU financial melting pot 

As of last year, Greece had a public deficit of 145% of its GDP,  to 118% for Italy and 
96% for Belgium, according to Eurostat. On the other end of the scale were Estonia 

(7%) and Bulgaria (16%). The CR had the seventh-best figure, at 39%. The EU-27 aver-
age was a public deficit of 80% of GDP, so if you threw all that debt into one big melt-
ing pot, stirred it up and slopped it out in equal portions according to GDP, the debt 
of the CR would double in an instant and that of Greece and Italy would plummet. 
Each Czech would suddenly owe €10,800 instead of merely €5,400. If the EU found a 
way to redistribute the debt equally on a per-capita basis instead, it would give new 

meaning to the concept of "help thy neighbor." Each Czech's share of the total EU debt 
of €9.8 trillion would jump in this case to €19,600. That's four times the current level. 

Now of course Germany and France aren't proposing such a solution just yet.... 
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Don’t let them continue. 
Join the transparency club.
By becoming a member of the Transparency Club you can support systemic anti-corruption efforts 
in the Czech Republic. For only 100 CZK per month or 1,000 CZK per year you will receive our newsletter, 
annual report and invitations to public events. More at www.transparency.cz
Bank account number: 197958078/0300
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Glossary
melting pot - a place where different people, styles, theories - or perhaps debt levels - are mixed together to create an integrated outcome; to slop something out - to dish something out in a messy way; thy - an archaic form of "your".


